Diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) is an idealization of the process by which matter irreversibly combines to form dust, soot, dendrites, and other random objects in the case where the rate-limiting step is diffusion of matter to the aggregate. We study the process from several points of view stressing the fact that it apparently gives rise to scale-invariant objects whose Hausdorff dimension is independent of short-range details. We show that DLA has no upper critical dimension. We apply scale invariance to study growth, gelation, and the structure factor of aggregates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 
II).
In a previous publication the authors considered a lattice model which simulates such diffusionlimited aggregation (DLA). This paper contains a further exploration of the consequences of the model. The rules of the model are quite simple: We start with a seed particle at the origin of a lattice.
Another particle is allowed to walk at random (i.e. , diffuse) from far away until it arrives at one of the lattice sites adjacent to the occupied site. Then it is stopped; another particle is launched and halted when adjacent to the two occupied sites, and so forth. An indefinitely large cluster may be formed in this way. A typical structure produced on a twodimensional lattice is shown in Fig. 1 To show in detail the origin of the complex structures such as those in Fig. 1 , we first point out that in a certain limit an electrostatic analogy can be used. Consider a random walk which eventually adds to the aggregate. I.et u( x,k) be the probability that the walk reaches site x at the kth step. As in any random walk u obeys the following: V"=r)n Vu i, .
Equations (2b) Fig. 1 Fig. 1 (b) we distinguish the first half and second half of the particles added. The significant feature is that particles do not penetrate to the interior as they are added, but stick to the protruding "arms" even though the interior appears readily accessible to the exterior.
The cluster effectively screens the flux of diffusing particles.
In Fig. 1 
In practice, we calculated only the two-point function (p(r&)p(r2)}, whose exponent we call A for short. Equation (7) First, the long-range properties of our aggregates should be independent of the lattice on which we did the simulation. To check this we produced clusters on a triangular as well as a square lattice. An example is given in Fig. 4 To see this we work in one dimension, and write
( The change in behavior from constant to power law occurs at a distance which increases as s decreases, in accord with our prediction of crossover for R =A, -1/s.
We also did simulations with a more ad hoc type of boundary condition. We take a sticking probabil- 
